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Abstract—Real-time embedded software (RTES) plays an increasingly critical role in all aspects of our lives. Ensuring that RTES behave in a predictable, safe and secure manner is an open challenge. The emergence of multicore hardware has introduced an additional level of complexity to this arena. In this paper, we take the position that formal verification is a very promising approach to find concurrency-related problems in multicore RTES. We argue that multicore RTES present unique domain-specific restrictions (and new challenge problems) that can be leveraged (and targeted) by formal verification to yield solutions that are precise, scalable, automated, and applicable to source code. We also believe that this effort will increase synergy between formal verification and real-time scheduling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Real-time embedded software (RTES) permeate our technology-driven existence, controlling a wide variety of systems ranging from nuclear power plants and energy grids to cars and cell phones. Ensuring that RTES operate correctly is therefore of paramount importance to the preservation of our modern way of life.

Despite a wide body of research and development effort, ensuring the safe and secure operation of RTES remains an open challenge. Instances of RTES failure, causing varying degrees of damage and destruction, continue with unfailing regularity. The technological and economic compulsion for migrating to multicore platforms further exacerbates concurrency-related issues for RTES. Clearly, the status quo is unsatisfactory, and new insights and techniques are needed in order to advance the state-of-the art in solving this crucial problem.

In this paper, we argue for a sustained effort in applying formal verification in a precise and targeted manner to find errors in RTES deployed on multicore hardware. In particular, we focus on concurrency-related bugs, such as race conditions and deadlocks, that are notorious to detect and eliminate via traditional validation methods like testing. We argue that multicore RTES present unique domain-specific restrictions and novel challenge problems. Further, formal verification that leverages these restrictions, and targets these challenge problems, will yield precise, scalable, and automated solutions that are applicable to source code. Finally, this effort will strengthen the interplay between real-time scheduling and formal verification.

We structure our position in the following steps: (i) background, (ii) appropriateness of formal verification; (iii) existing approaches; (iv) targeted formal verification; and (v) conclusion.

II. BACKGROUND

Ensuring the correct behavior of programs is a foundational challenge in the computational sciences. One answer to this challenge is formal verification. The main focus of formal verification is ensuring the “functional” correctness of programs – e.g., that a program properly sorts a list of numbers, does not deadlock, interacts with another program via a specific sequence of actions, etc.

Research in formal verification spans several decades, and has made tremendous progress in terms of the degree of automation and applicability to realistic programs. For example, model checking [1] is a fully automated approach to verifying temporal logic specifications over finite Kripke structure models. More recently, the SLAM project [2] has pioneered the application of abstraction, model checking, and refinement techniques to enable automated verification of C programs. In addition, there have been several instances of applying abstract interpretation [3] to the static analysis of industrial software. We believe that formal software verification – by which we mean the gamut of formal techniques for analyzing software statically – is uniquely suited and sufficiently mature for reasoning about multicore RTES.

III. APPROPRIATENESS OF FORMAL VERIFICATION

The road to practical adoption of formal verification has been long and hard. In theory, techniques like model checking and abstract interpretation are “push-button”. In practice, however, they are often implemented in tools that must be used by an expert in order to yield useful results. This make them expensive, and less desirable than cheaper alternatives like testing. We believe, however, that several factors render formal verification to be the superior alternative in the context of finding concurrency-related bugs in RTES:

1) Cost of failure. RTES are often deployed in safety-critical situations where the cost of failure is very high or catastrophic. A typical example is a nuclear power plant, a medical device, or an airplane where a failure could lead to loss of human lives. Other situations,
where failures cause high economic damages, are cell phone towers and electric grids. High cost of failures justify the non-trivial up-front cost of applying formal verification.

2) **Non-determinism.** Concurrency-related bugs are extremely difficult to unearth via conventional code review and testing. There are known cases where bugs have remained uncovered despite years of testing. The main reason behind this is the large number of execution paths that a concurrent program is able to exercise due to non-deterministic choices between different thread interleavings. Even the best testing efforts cover only a small fraction of a program’s statespace. Formal verification is exhaustive, and covers all possible program executions and thread interleavings.

3) **Multicore Platforms.** The increased concurrency (and indeed the emergence of real-concurrency where multiple threads are able to execute simultaneously) in multicore platforms amplifies the non-determinism of software, and the relative advantage of formal verification over non-exhaustive methods. The migration to multicore platforms is driven by technological and economic incentives that are unlikely to be reversed.

4) **Certification.** Finally, software verification is an important aid in certification. For example, the DO-178C standard explicitly requires the application of formal verification. Other standards, such as the ECSS-E-ST-40C [4], suggest formal verification when alternatives (such as testing) are arguably inadequate. Based on the points above, we believe that such an argument is indeed plausible in the case of multicore RTES.

**IV. EXISTING APPROACHES**

It is worth recalling that our goal is to develop analysis tools that target concurrency-related issues and are precise, scalable, automated, and applicable to source code. We believe that existing formal verification tools (based on static analysis, software model checking, or a combination of the two) fall short on one or more of these accounts.

There is a large body of work on formal verification of models spanning several decades. Of special relevance to us is the verification of timed automata [5] and hybrid automata [6], timed process calculi – such as RTSL [7], ACSR [8] and PARS [9] – and timed Petri nets [10]. They represent foundational ideas and results that guide the verification of multicore RTES. However the focus of this paper is the analysis and verification of source code, which is not only complementary to that of models, but brings in its own set of challenges as well.

The problems in analyzing source code have been the main focus of commercial static static analysis tools (such as Coverity, Klocwork, Grammattech and Fortify). These tools are targeted toward finding sequential problems (such as NULL pointer dereferences and buffer overflows) over a large corpus of code. They are automated and scalable, but challenged by a lack of precision (i.e., many false warnings). A main reason behind their imprecision is that they strive for generality in terms of the programs they are able to handle. This means that they are only able to assume – and thus leverage – a limited set of domain-specific restrictions.

In the context of sequential software, there has been several success stories of applying formal verification to develop analysis that is precise, scalable, automated, and applicable to source code. Two notable examples are the SLAM [2] and the ASTREE [11] projects. We believe that the success of both projects stems in large part on their focus on specific problems, and their use of domain-specific restrictions, which enabled them to develop and refine very specific solutions.

For example, the SLAM project focuses on ensuring that Windows device drivers interact with the kernel only in prescribed ways. These properties are expressible as finite state machines and verifiable over Boolean abstractions of the source code. These restrictions enable SLAM to effectively use predicate abstraction and control-flow reachability over Boolean programs as the underlying verification engine.

The ASTREE project focuses on detecting numeric errors and overflows in avionics software. The restriction to specific programs and properties enables the researchers to develop special-purpose abstract domains, such as ellipsoid [11], that are very effective for computing the invariants needed to prove (or disprove) the target properties.

In the same spirit, we believe that novel approaches that target specific concurrency-related problems, and leverage domain-specific restrictions, must be developed for multicore RTES.

**V. TARGETED FORMAL VERIFICATION**

The development of targeted formal verification tools for multicore RTES is aided by unique restrictions afforded by this domain:

1) RTES have deterministic scheduling, which restricts the amount of concurrency and possible interleaving between threads. Leveraging this restriction provides a way to ameliorate the statespace explosion problem, a major obstacle to scaling formal verification.

2) The scheduling in RTES is governed by a precise priority-based mechanism. In the special case of fixed priority scheduling, thread-interleaving is even more restricted. For every thread $T$, the set of other threads that might preempt $T$ is statically known. In more specific cases, e.g., for RMA-scheduled [12] RTES, even the number of times a thread may preempt another is bounded and known statically. These restrictions offer further opportunities for improving scalability and automation.

3) RTES involve restricted use of complex programming constructs. In many cases, language features like dy-
namic memory allocation and recursion are disallowed or severely restricted. While these restrictions are driven primarily to make the runtime behavior of the system more predictable, they also enable the automated extraction of precise models for the purposes of formal verification.

4) Multicore RTES also open up new challenge problems for formal verification. One source of problems is the emergence of real concurrency. In a multicore platform, two threads are able to run simultaneously on different cores, and thus access shared resources (like memory and cache) leading to problems like race conditions, deadlocks, and bus overload. Techniques for ensuring mutual exclusion, such as the priority ceiling protocol, break down in a multicore environment. Another source of problems is the added dimension of cores in terms of resource allocation. Allocating threads to cores (statically or dynamically) so as to optimize any desired utility measure is a new challenge.

We believe that these restrictions and challenge problems will aid in the development of targeted and effective formal verification for multicore RTES. At the same time, we believe that this endeavor will further strengthen the synergy between formal verification and real-time scheduling.

VI. CONCLUSION

Ensuring the predictability, safety, and security of RTES remains a fundamental and open challenge. The emergence of multicore hardware only increases the complexity of the problem. However, multicore RTES present unique domain-specific restrictions and new challenge problems. We argue that these restrictions and challenge problems aid the potential of formal verification to lead to precise, scalable, and automated techniques for finding concurrency-related issues in source code. Additionally, we believe that research in this direction effort will increase synergy between formal verification and real-time scheduling.
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